Data integration systems offer a uniform interface for querying a large number of autonomous and heterogeneous data sources. Ideally, answers are returned as sources are queried and the answer list is updated as more answers arrive. Choosing a good ordering in which the sources are queried is critical for increasing the rate at which answers are returned. However, this problem is challenging since we often do not have complete or precise statistics of the sources, such as their coverage and overlap. It is further exacerbated in the Big Data era, which is witnessing two trends in Deep-Web data: first, obtaining a full coverage of data in a particular domain often requires extracting data from thousands of sources; second, there is often a big variation in overlap between different data sources.
INTRODUCTION
The Big Data era requires not only the capability of managing and querying a large volume of data, but also the capability of querying data from a large number of sources. Dalvi et al. [3] recently presented interesting observations on Deep-Web data. First, obtaining a full coverage of data in a particular domain often requires extracting data from thousands of sources. Second, there is often a big overlap between sources. For example, with strong head aggregators such as yelp.com, collecting homepage URLs for 70% restaurants that are mentioned by some websites required only top-10 sources; however, collecting URLs for 90% restaurants required top-1000 sources, and collecting URLs for 95% restaurants required top-5000 sources.
* This work was done while the author was working at AT&T LabsResearch. Whereas it is often desirable to build a central repository that aggregates data from all sources, this approach is not often feasible because of both the large number of sources and the continuous updates of data in some domains. Therefore, many data integrators query relevant Deep-Web sources, as well as other aggregators, at runtime upon receiving a user query. Since there is often some resource restriction, such as bandwidth for data retrieval and CPU cycles for answer processing, an integrator cannot query all sources and process all answers at the same time, but can only do so sequentially or semi-sequentially (e.g., each time querying a few sources in parallel). Current integrators, such as KAYAK.com and tripadvisor.com, typically query only tens to hundreds of sources rather than all available sources. Even so, retrieving all answers can take a long time, so some of them display query results in an online fashion: once the integrator retrieves answers from some sources, it returns the partial answers to users; then, it dynamically updates the answer list as new answers arrive.
In general, it is desirable to return as many answers as possible right from the beginning, especially when we wish to query thousands of sources. Hence, choosing a good ordering in which the sources are queried is critical for increasing the rate at which answers are returned. If all sources that an integrator queries return distinct answers, source ordering is simple: sources are queried in decreasing order of their coverage. However, typically different sources contain a lot of overlapping data, and such overlaps can make ordering much more complex. EXAMPLE 1.1. Consider five relevant sources A, B, C, D, and E shown in Figure 1 for a given query Q. Each area in the Venn diagram is disjoint from others and represents the answers returned by certain sources but not others. Each area contains a number that represents the number of answer tuples for Q that reside in that area. For example, there are 4 answers returned by source C but not provided by any other source. Similarly, there is 1 answer covered by both C and E.
Among the sources, A and B each returns the largest number of answers (14 and 13 respectively); however, they have a high overlap: there are 9 answers in common. If we query them first, we obtain 18 distinct answers after querying 2 sources. But if we query A and C first, we obtain 21>18 distinct answers.
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As the example shows, overlap between sources is an important factor to consider in source ordering. In this paper, we consider Select-Project queries within each individual source, which are typical for queries posed on Deep-Web sources. The coverage and overlap of sources vary for different queries; thus, we need to estimate the statistics in a query specific manner using (i) query independent coverage and overlap of sources, (ii) statistics in the log for answering other queries, and (iii) query specific selectivity information, much like cardinality and selectivity statistics are estimated in query optimization [9] (details skipped since it is orthogonal to this paper). The problem of ordering a large number of sources efficiently at runtime is non-trivial. The number of overlaps between a subset of sources is exponential in the number of the sources and we seldom know all of these overlaps in practice.
Even the statistics we do have may not be precise for the given query. Such incomplete and imprecise information about overlaps makes source ordering even more challenging.
In this paper, we propose a system called OASIS (Online query Answering System for overlappIng Sources). The key idea of OA-SIS is to order the sources according to their coverage, overlap, and querying time (or access and transfer cost) at runtime such that answers are returned at a high rate. OASIS solves the problem of incomplete and imprecise information about overlaps in three ways. First, it estimates missing overlaps from the given statistics by applying the Maximum Entropy principle, which does not introduce correlations that are unknown a priori [12] . Second, at the time of querying, it collects statistics regarding the queried sources, such as their precise coverage and the size of their union with respect to the specific query, and adjusts source ordering dynamically. Third, it also identifies critical missing overlaps, the knowledge of which may lead to a better source ordering, and computes them from already obtained results. We design each component of the system carefully such that it is efficient and scalable. Note that a good caching strategy would improve query answering performance but is orthogonal to this paper.
In this paper, we consider how to order thousands of sources at runtime, which enables leveraging the potential of the rich information on the Web. In particular, we make the following contributions.
1. We present an algorithm that estimates overlaps not known a priori using the Maximum Entropy principle. Moreover, our algorithm considers an overlap only if it is likely to have a non-zero value, so significantly reduces the number of overlaps we need to consider and scales to thousands of sources. 2. We propose a dynamic source-ordering strategy that orders sources according to their coverage, cost, and overlaps. 3. We propose an algorithm that selects critical missing statistics for inquiry at querying time for better source ordering. 4. We experimented on real and synthetic data sets and empirically show that our source ordering algorithm is scalable in the number of sources and can significantly increase the speed at which answers are returned.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 describes the architecture of OASIS. Sections 4-6 describe key technical components of OASIS, including overlap estimation, source ordering, and statistics enrichment. Section 7 presents experimental results, and Section 8 concludes.
RELATED WORK
There has been a lot of work that considers leveraging the overlap or redundancy information for source selection and ordering. Florescu et al. [5] assumed each source is categorized into one or more domains (e.g., DB papers vs. AI papers) and leveraged probabilistic information about domain overlaps to select top-k useful sources for query answering. Roth et al. [10] considered both source overlaps and source connections in a peer data management system (PDMS) to select a subset of sources for query rewriting. Bleiholder et al [1] considered selecting sources for answering Join queries on life science data; instead of minimizing duplicates, they tried to maximize duplicates because they assume that different sources would provide data on different aspects of an entity. All of the above works assume a priori knowledge about coverage and overlap statistics.
Chokshi et al. [2] leveraged overlap statistics to answer queries over the most relevant set of text documents; the system learns overlaps between collections of documents via sampling but focuses on pair-wise overlaps. Vassalos et al. [14] discussed source selection based on source overlaps and outlined the challenges in computing the exponential number of source overlaps and utilizing those statistics for query answering. Whereas [14] provides useful insights, it did not propose a concrete system to estimate sourcelevel overlaps.
The StatMiner system [8] considers coverage and overlap in static source ordering and is most relevant to our work. It assumes that both sources and queries are characterized into "class hierarchies"; based on sample data, it learns coverage and overlap statistics between classes (rather than data sources) and decides the best query plan accordingly. There are three major differences between StatMiner and OASIS. (1) StatMiner learns statistics for all overlaps; this strategy works for a small number of classes but does not scale for a large number of sources. OASIS provides an algorithm to estimate missing overlaps thus can handle a large number of (e.g., thousands of) sources. (2) StatMiner requires a sufficient sample data set to learn overlaps; OASIS can deal with stale, inaccurate, and missing statistics by collecting new statistics at query answering time and thus enriching critical statistics. (3) StatMiner learns overlaps off-line; OASIS is able to generate overlap estimates quickly at runtime, thus improve source ordering dynamically as more statistics are collected.
Source ordering has also been studied in the presence of varying source accuracy and copying relationships between sources [7, 11] . OASIS differs from them in three aspects: (1) their goal is to improve correctness of returned answers, while OASIS considers scenarios where data is fairly clean and focuses on coverage of returned answers; (2) they assume a priori knowledge of source accuracy and copying relationships, while OASIS is tolerant to impre-cise and incomplete statistics on source overlaps; (3) they conduct source ordering offline, while OASIS conducts source ordering at runtime and can adjust ordering based on updated statistics from already queried sources. We leave consideration of both source overlap and source accuracy for future work.
Recently [9] applied the Maximum Entropy principle in estimating the cardinality of a new query based on the cardinality of a fixed set of queries; [13] adapted the capture-recapture method in estimating the cardinality of a query in the crowdsourcing environment. We tackle a different problem in this paper.
OASIS OVERVIEW
We start with an overview of the OASIS system and define the problems we need to solve in building such a system.
Motivation
Consider a query Q and a set of data sources Ω. We wish to answer Q on each source in Ω and return the union of the results, denoted by Q(Ω). The main goal in building OASIS is to maximize the rate at which answers are returned. While other performance metrics can be adopted, the rate of the retrieved answers is best measured by the area-under-the-curve, where the X-axis is the query-answering time, the Y-axis is the number of available answers, and the curve plots the total number of distinct answers available at each time during query answering [11] .
Most domains have thousands of data sources, thus sources cannot be queried at the same time because of resource restrictions such as bandwidth limitation. When sources are queried semisequentially, the order in which they are queried can significantly affect the area-under-the-curve, as we show next. In later sections, we will correlate these orderings to different ordering strategies. Figure 2 shows the curve for each ordering, assuming we query the sources sequentially and retrieving data from each source takes one time unit. We observe that L d returns answers most quickly and Lr returns answers most slowly. Indeed, L d has the largest area-under-the-curve (118), and Lr has the smallest one (95).
Determining the ordering of the sources would benefit from three types of knowledge. First, sources that have a high coverage would return more answers. Second, we wish to choose a source that has a low overlap with the already queried sources: such a source will contribute more new answers than another source with the same coverage. Third, a source with low access and transfer time, which we refer to as cost, will yield answers faster. We next formally define these three measures considered in source ordering. The coverage of a source can be thought of as the probability that an answer is provided by the source, and similarly for overlap between sources (this justifies the use of the PQ(...) notation).
Note that information on coverage of unions of sources can benefit source ordering as well. We skip union coverage for simplicity because our framework and techniques can be easily extended to directly incorporate such union information (see Section 4.2). DEFINITION 3.4 (COST). Let S ∈ Ω be a source and Q be a query. The cost of querying S (in terms of time) w.r.t. Q is defined as CostQ(S) = CC(S) + T C(S) × |Q(S)|, where CC(S) denotes the connection (or access) cost of S, T C(S) denotes the per-tuple transfer overhead time of S, and |Q(S)| denotes the total number of answers returned by S.
We can now formally define the key problem in building OA-SIS, the source-ordering problem. For simplicity, our definition assumes that we query relevant sources sequentially; our techniques can be easily extended to querying a few sources in parallel and our experiments show the effectiveness of this extension (Section 7.2).
DEFINITION 3.5 (SOURCE ORDERING).
Let Ω denote a set of sources and Q be a query. The input to the source-ordering problem includes (1) the coverage of each source C = {PQ(S)|S ∈ Ω}, (2) a subset of overlaps O = {PQ(∩ S)| S ∈ S} where S ⊆ 2 Ω , and (3) the cost of querying each source Cost = {CostQ(S)|S ∈ Ω}. The output is an ordering of the sources such that querying Ω in this order obtains the largest area-under-the-curve. 
Basic solution and challenges
The source-ordering problem has been studied in [11] . A greedy algorithm, GREEDY, was proposed: each time we select the source with the highest ratio of its residual contribution over cost until all sources are exhausted. Given a set of already queried sources S, the residual contribution of S ∈ Ω \ S with respect to S is formally defined as PQ(S \ S) = |Q( S ∪ {S})| − |Q( S)|. It is easy to derive that
This greedy approach does not necessarily generate the optimal ordering: given three sources S1 : {t1, . . . , t50}, S2 : {t51, . . . , t100} and S3 : {t25, . . . , t75}, each with the same querying cost, the optimal ordering is S1, S2, S3 (area-under-the-curve is 50+100+100=250), whereas the greedy solution would generate an ordering of S3, S2, S1 (area-under-the-curve is 51+76+100=227). However, GREEDY has a constant approximation bound 2; that is, the area-under-the-curve of the solution by GREEDY is at least half of that of the optimal solution. We re-state the relevant results from [11] as follows. THEOREM 3.6. Assume a polynomial-time oracle for residualcontribution computation. (1) The decision problem form of the source-ordering problem (can a specific area-under-the-curve of A be achieved) is in NP. (2) GREEDY finds a 2-approximation solution in polynomial time.
When we apply GREEDY, we face the challenge of computing the residual contribution for each source from the often very limited statistics: (1) we may not know some of the overlaps; in other words, Definition 3.5 requires only S ⊆ 2 Ω as input; (2) we may only estimate the coverage and overlap w.r.t. Q according to the overall coverage of sources and overlap between sources (not specific to the particular query), statistics in the log for answering other queries, and some selectivity information. Such limited information makes it impossible to precisely compute residual contribution and so makes it even harder to find the optimal ordering. EXAMPLE 3.7. Continue with the motivating example. If we know all coverage and overlaps precisely, GREEDY generates the optimal ordering L d : ACDEB. However, assume our input is as follows, where we have (precise) overlap information for only a few subsets of sources.
Only considering coverage will generate ordering Lc = ABDCE while a careless use of existing overlaps (we give details in Section 7 for this baseline approach) will generate ordering L b = ADCBE; both are sub-optimal according to Figure 2 . 2
The OASIS Architecture
OASIS solves the afore-mentioned incomplete-information problem in three ways. First, to better estimate residual contribution, OASIS estimates the unavailable overlaps from the given C (coverage) and O (overlap) by applying the Maximum Entropy principle.
Second, instead of ordering the sources upfront, OASIS orders the sources in a dynamic fashion: as OASIS queries a source S, it updates statistics related to S, including coverage of S and union of already queried sources including S, and takes the new information into account in selecting the next source to query. Such statistics are easy to collect along with query answering.
Third, OASIS finds critical missing statistics for improving ordering and computes them from queried sources on-the-fly.
The architecture of OASIS ( Figure 3 ) contains three layers.
1. The bottom layer, the Statistics management layer, contains two components. The Statistics Server component takes charge of statistics collection. Offline it collects source coverage and overlap information provided by sources (or from the log); online it collects such statistics for the given query according to answers from the queried sources. The collected statistics are stored at the Statistics Repository. Since the stored statistics may be incomplete, the Overlap Estimation component estimates upon receiving a query the overlap statistics that are unavailable. 2. The middle layer, the Planning layer, also contains two components. The Source Ordering component decides the ordering in which we query the sources according to statistics provided by the Statistics management layer. The Statistics Enrichment component selects a set of overlaps to enrich and sends the request to the Statistics Server. 3. The top layer, the Execution layer, contains the Source Querying component, which receives a user query, queries the sources according to the ordering decided by Source Ordering, and returns the retrieved answers along the way.
The rest of the paper describes the key components of OASIS in more detail: Overlap Estimation (Section 4), Source Ordering (Section 5), and Statistics Enrichment Planning (Section 6).
OVERLAP ESTIMATION
This section studies the overlap-estimation problem; that is, based on the given coverage and overlap information, how to estimate the rest of the overlaps. We first formalize the problem (Section 4.1), then present our basic solution by applying the maximum entropy principle (Section 4.2), and finally describe an iterative algorithm that is scalable to thousands of sources (Section 4.3).
Problem definition
Given a set of sources Ω, each query answer must be provided by a particular subset S ⊆ Ω of sources; we thus consider 2 |Ω| events, each representing an answer being provided by all and only sources in S. We associate each event with a Ω-tuple where a positive expression S indicates that S ∈ S and a negative expression S indicates that S ∈ S. Interchangeably, we denote the tuple by V S . We say that the cardinality of V S is | S| and call V S a | S|-pos tuple. For example, tuple V {A,B} = ABC D E is a 2-pos tuple and denotes the event that A, B provide an answer but C, D, E do not. We denote by P (T ) the probability of the event represented by tuple T . In the rest of the paper, we abuse notation and omit P for simplicity; that is, V {A,B} denotes a 2-pos variable representing the probability of only A, B providing an answer. We denote the set of all variables by V(Ω); their sum is 1.
Our goal in overlap estimation is to estimate the value of each Ω-tuple variable based on the input statistics.
DEFINITION 4.1 (OVERLAP ESTIMATION).
Let Ω be a set of sources and Q be a query. Given C and O = {PQ(∩ S)| S ∈ S}, the overlap-estimation problem estimates the value for each
Note that there is an exponential number of variables in V(Ω) so the output also has an exponential size. Instead, we only output estimates for variables whose values are not close to 0; the number of such variables is typically much smaller and bounded by |Q(Ω)|, because there are at most |Q(Ω)| answers. Note also that the variables in V(Ω) do not directly represent the overlaps of subsets of sources, but we can infer the overlaps from them. Actually, as we show in the next section, we can infer the residual contributions directly from V(Ω) more efficiently than from overlaps.
Basic solution
We can formulate the coverage of a source S as a linear constraint with 2 |Ω|−1 variables where S is "positively" expressed. For example, given five sources A through E, the coverage of A can be formulated as
Similarly, we can formulate the overlap of sources in S as a linear constraint with 2 |Ω|−| S| variables where the sources in S are "positively" expressed (similar for union). For example,
There are often many more variables than constraints, so many solutions can be generated that satisfy the constraints. Among them, we choose the solution with the Maximum Entropy, which essentially corresponds to the distribution with the highest likelihood taking into account the provided statistics and not assuming any extra correlation between the sources [12] . Formally, we estimate the overlaps by solving the following optimization problem, which we call MAXENT. We can apply existing technology (such as [4] ) to solve the optimization problem.
(2) constraints derived from C and O Table 1 shows the estimates for the variables whose values are larger than .01 (we consider that others have a value of 0). Observe that although 32 variables were used to define the set of constraints, only 9 were determined to be non-zero. 
A scalable algorithm
The basic solution considers 2 |Ω| variables and thus with thousands of sources, the number can quickly become unmanageable. To make it scalable, we wish to reduce the number of variables. We observe that (1) as the number of sources in a subset increases, the overlap quickly decreases, and (2) if there are N answers (N can be estimated applying cardinality estimation techniques), at most N variables have observed values corresponding to non-empty sets. Thus, a natural approach is to exclude variables that would have very small values in the solution.
However, before we solve the optimization problem, we cannot know which variables would have small values. We thus start with considering variables with low cardinality, and more likely to have large values a priori, and iteratively add high-cardinality variables. In particular, we expand the set of variables as follows.
1. In the first iteration, we start with variablesV , containing only (1) those whose positive sources correspond to sources in the given coverage and overlaps, and (2) the 0-pos variable (denoting the probability that no source provides the answer).
We assume other variables all have value 0. 2. In the k-th (k > 1) iteration, for each variable V S added toV in the (k −1)-th iteration, we examine the variables that indicate one more provider than S; that is, {V S∪{S} |S ∈ Ω \ S}. We say that V S is a parent variable of V S∪{S} . We add a variable V S toV only if it satisfies two conditions. First, the sum of its parents' values is not too small. The intuition is that if V S is actually "large" but we force V S = 0, its value will "flow" to its parent variables in our solution, and so their sum should be large. Formally, we require
where θ is a threshold. We set θ to 1 N in our implementation because a given variable must be greater than or equal to 1 N if it holds at least one answer tuple. Second, existing statistics should not indicate that the value of V S must be low. Formally, for any overlap (similar for coverage) PQ(∩ S) ∈ O and PQ(∩ S) < θ, we require S ⊆ S . 3. For any existing variable inV , we remove it if its value is below θ, since we deem it too small to affect source ordering. 4. We continue until there are no more variables to add. The k-th iteration would have considered all k-pos variables so the process would terminate in at most |Ω| iterations. 
We set the threshold for considering variable expansion and reduction as θ = 1 N = 0.03. Table 2 shows the solution for each iteration of the scalable approach. Note that because of rounding, the probabilities of each column may not sum up to 1.
At the end of the first iteration, we expand variables by adding 14 variables. Consider A B C D E as an example. We examine its four children variables: AB C D E, A BC D E, A B CD E, and A B C DE. Every variable is expanded since the sum of its parent variables is above θ. In addition, we discard 2 variables A B C D E and AB C D E as their values are below θ.
Iteration 2: The problem is re-solved in the second iteration, and 10 variables are removed and 5 variables are added. Observe that variable ABC DE is not added because the sum of its parent variables ABC DE , ABC D E, A BC DE and AB C DE (another parent A B C DE is not considered in this iteration) is below θ.
Iteration 3: The problem is re-solved in the third iteration; 1 additional variable is added and 7 variables are removed.
Iteration 4: The problem is re-solved once more; the algorithm converges since no additional variables are added.
Since we use only a subset of variables (i.e., forcing the rest of the variables to be 0), sometimes, especially in early iterations, we cannot find a solution that satisfies all constraints. We do the following to guarantee that the problem is solvable.
1. Instead of using equality constraints, we use upper-and lowerbound constraints; that is, if the constraint has an equality form of · · · = p, we change it to p − δ ≤ · · · ≤ p + δ (again, the problem can be solved by existing technology [4] ). In the first iteration we start with a very small δ. While the problem is not solvable, we double δ and retry. In each of the later iterations, we start with the δ used in the previous iteration, and reduce it by half for the next round if we find feasible solutions without increasing it. 2. If after increasing δ several times and the problem is still unsolvable, we expand variables as described, without any pruning. 3. In the convergence round, we continue reducing δ by half and re-solving the problem until δ is close to 0. Observe that the solution generated by the first iteration in Table 2 does not add up to one, in fact the sum of the variables is equal to 1.02. A δ=0.03 was added to form the upper and lower bounds of the constraints since the problem was infeasible under the given constraints expressed with only nine variables. With δ=0.03 a feasible solution was generated in the first iteration, and the delta was reduced by half. The second iteration used δ=0.015, while the third iteration used δ=0.0075. At the end of the fourth iteration, we reduce δ by half and re-solve the problem until δ is close to zero.
Algorithm OVERLAPESTIMATION (Algorithm 1) gives the framework for our algorithm. It proceeds in five steps. Table 3 shows the number of inserted variables and deleted variables in each iteration when θ = .03 (details in Table 2). We observe that (1) OVERLAP considers at most 21 variables in each iteration rather than all of the 32 variables (when we have more sources, the difference is typically much larger); and (2) OVERLAPESTIMATION obtains fairly similar results to the basic solution-the average absolute difference between the basic solution (Table 1 ) and the scalable solution (Table 2 ) is 0.028. 2
As shown in our experiments (Section 7.3), our overlap estimation algorithm significantly improves efficiency and scalability, while still being able to find a good ordering of the sources.
SOURCE ORDERING
With the estimated overlap information, we can order the sources for obtaining the largest area-under-the-curve. This section describes two ordering schemes: static ordering orders the sources once upfront; dynamic ordering collects new statistics along with query answering and adjusts the ordering accordingly. Add SOURCESELECTION(Ω, S,V ) to S; /* Choose the source with the largest ratio of residual contribution over cost */ 5 end 6 Answer Q in the ordering of S and return answers; 
Static ordering
Once we know all overlap information, we can order the sources greedily: start with the source with the highest ratio of coverage over cost, and subsequently, select the source with the largest ratio of residual contribution over cost to query next. Algorithm STATIC gives the details. The key in this process is to compute residual contribution efficiently, which we describe next.
Let S be the already queried sources and S be a remaining source.
Recall that the residual contribution of S w.r.t. S is defined as PQ(S\ S) = |Q( S∪{S})|−|Q( S)| and can be computed from the overlap information by Eq.(1). A naive evaluation of this equation would access 2
| S| overlaps and take exponential time. In addition, computing overlaps from V(Ω) is also expensive. However, we can actually compute residual contributions directly fromV (recall thatV ⊆ V(Ω) contains variables with non-zero estimated value) by adding up the variables where the considered source S is positively expressed and every source in S is negatively expressed.
PQ(S \ S)
Algorithm SOURCESELECTION finds the next source to probe according toV . For each variable that expresses every source in S negatively, the algorithm adds its (estimated) value to the residual contribution of each of its positively expressed sources (Lines 3-7). As a result, its running time is O(|V |·|Ω|). As we noted previously, We first select source A, as it has the largest coverage (recall that we assume unit cost of all sources). The residual contribution of the other sources, given that source A has been probed, is computed as follows:
Among them, C has the largest residual contribution and we select it to query next. Following this approach, we generate the ordering Ls : ACDBE. Note however that this ordering is different from the optimal ordering L d : ACDEB. 2
Dynamic ordering
As Example 5.2 shows, the statistics provided as input may be imprecise and incomplete and can often lead to sub-optimal ordering. When we query a source, we can collect some more precise statistics with very little additional cost. Such statistics include the coverage of the source and the union of all queried sources. DY-NAMIC ordering improves over STATIC ordering by incorporating such new statistics to re-estimate the overlaps and the new results may improve the ordering of the unprobed sources. EXAMPLE 5.3. Continue with Example 5.2. Recall that the ordering according to the given statistics is ACDBE while the optimal ordering is ACDEB. This is because none of the given statistics indicates that E is disjoint from A, B and D while B overlaps with D significantly.
In DYNAMIC ordering, we still first query sources A and C. At this point, we collect additional information PQ(∪{A, C}) = .7 (the union of A and C). As shown in Table 4 , this additional statistic changes our estimates of the variables; however, D still has the highest residual contribution and is selected to query next. After probing D, we know in addition PQ(∪{A, C, D}) = 0.83. Note that according to estimates in the first round, we would compute that PQ(∪{A, C}) = .74 and PQ(∪{A, C, D}) = 0.87.
With the knowledge that each of the two unions is actually smaller, we would infer a much lower A BC D E (dropping from the original .04 to 0) and a slightly higher A B C D E (increasing from the original .03 to .04). At this point, we compute the residual Note that originally O contains only overlap information. As sources are queried, the newly collected union information is added to O; however, the framework OVERLAPESTIMATION is also applicable when O contains union information. Also note that the coverage and union are estimated against the expected number of answers, denoted by N . This number is taken as an input; it can be estimated according to either a-priori domain knowledge or the given statistics. Finally, note that Algorithm STATIC has similar structure as DYNAMIC except that it skips Lines 5-6 in DYNAMIC and estimates overlap only once upfront. Although statistics collection and overlap estimation when we query each source introduces overhead, as shown in our experiments, the extra statistics can significantly improve source ordering and improve the rate of answer returning.
STATISTICS ENRICHMENT
As was shown, collecting additional statistics from each newly queried source often leads to better orderings. Thus, it may be desirable to collect more unknown statistics for even better ordering. We can compute the overlap between already probed sources or compute overlap for unprobed sources via sampling. If possible, we can also use statistics from some third parties; an example of third-party servers is data markets that provide profiles of data sources. Our experiments show that even statistics only from queried sources can already improve source ordering, and more statistics about unqueried sources can further improve the ordering.
In this process we need to deal with resource restrictions: (1) computing overlaps and retrieving statistics can take time (both from our end and from third-parties) and thus will increase queryanswering time; (2) third parties may charge for each required statistic. Thus, we wish to carefully select only a small portion of statistics for enrichment. EXAMPLE 6.1. Re-consider the sources in Figure 1 . To illustrate the benefit of statistics enrichment, we assume that we know only source coverage and one overlap statistic, PQ(∩{A, D}). The dynamic ordering according to this input is ABDCE, which is sub-optimal.
Although we can collect information for all remaining overlaps (2 5 − 1 − 1 = 30) and accordingly obtain the optimal ordering, the overhead can be significant. Indeed, just knowing in addition the statistic PQ(∩{A, B}) can already lead to an optimal ordering if we apply DYNAMIC. On the other hand, the additional statistics for PQ(∩{A, E}) would generate a dynamic ordering ACBDE, which cannot improve the ordering much. This shows the importance of statistics selection.
This section first describes how we enhance the static ordering and dynamic ordering with enriched statistics; we call the resulting algorithms STATIC+ and DYNAMIC+ respectively (Section 6.1). Then, it describes how we select the set of statistics with the highest impact to enrich (Section 6.2). Figure 4 shows the control-flow diagram of static ordering with statistics enrichment, which we call STATIC+. We started with overlap estimation and then select a set of statistics to enrich. With the new statistics, we re-do overlap estimation and apply static ordering, essentially running STATIC. Figure 5 shows the control-flow diagram of DYNAMIC+, dynamic ordering with statistics enrichment. Dynamic ordering has the benefit that instead of deciding the ordering upfront, each time it selects only one source to query next. This makes it possible to parallelize source querying and statistics enrichment. DYNAMIC+ uses two threads. Thread 1 selects a new source, queries it, and collects statistics from it, essentially the same as DYNAMIC. Meanwhile, Thread 2 iteratively selects an unknown overlap and obtains information for it. Once Thread 1 finishes, Thread 2 terminates.
Static+ and Dynamic+
In summary, Figure 6 shows the relationships of the four ordering algorithms we have presented.
Statistics selection
To save both time and cost for statistics enrichment, we assume we select at most K statistics, so we need to wisely select the statistics to enrich. We focus on overlaps, since other statistics such as unions can be inferred from coverage and overlaps. Intuitively, we wish to enrich the overlap that would change the current estimated variables most. First, such overlaps are likely to cover a lot of variables; for example, the overlap of sources A and B covers many more variables than that of sources A, B, . . . , E, and so can affect the estimation of more variables. Second, such overlaps are likely to be fairly big so the real value for a variable it covers can be quite different from the estimate following the Maximum Entropy principle (assuming no extra correlation). For example, if we know PQ(∩{A, B}) = .8 and PQ(∩{A, C}) = .01, the estimated overlap of sources A, B, D (at most .8) can be more different from the real one than that of A, C, D (at most .01), so overlap PQ(∩{A, B}) has a higher impact. When we solve the Maximum Entropy problem, we can compute the sensitivity of a variable with little additional cost. Sensitivity is defined as the amount of change allowed in the variable to obtain the same value of the objective function; thus, the variables whose values are less certain are likely to have higher sensitivity and those with more certain values are likely to have lower sensitivity. Consistently, an overlap with higher accumulated sensitivity tends to cover more variables and the associated estimated value is often big. Our empirical study shows that such overlaps can have higher impact and our knowledge of them can lead to better ordering.
Specifically, we select statistics in three steps. First, we start with 2-way overlaps and compute the sensitivity of an overlap as the accumulated sensitivity from its contained variables inV . Second, for each overlap of S we iteratively compute sensitivity for S's supersets; here we use a threshold θsen, which indicates large impact, and skip further traversal once the sensitivity for an overlap is below θsen. Finally, we order the overlaps first by sensitivity and then by the estimated value, and select the first up to K statistics whose sensitivity is above θsen.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We proceed with an experimental study of OASIS showing that it can significantly speed up query answering in terms of increasing the area-under-the-curve and reducing the time of getting a large percentage (e.g., 90%) of answers.
Experiment setup
Data: We experimented on two data sets with different characteristics: one with more sources and higher overlaps than the other. The first data set, referred to as Book I, was obtained by crawling computer-science books from AbeBooks.com, an online aggregator of bookstores. It contains 1028 bookstores (sources), 1256 unique books, and 25347 book records in total. Each source provides from 1 to 630 books, and on average 211 books; 85% of the sources provide fewer than 5% books. We observed that the mean connection time to a website listed in AbeBooks is 356 ms and that of transmission of one tuple is 0.3 ms, so we set them as the fixed costs across all sources for this data set to focus the experiments on overlap estimation and source ordering.
The second data set, referred to as Book II, is a larger data set derived from Book I. It contains all sources in Book I. In addition, we randomly selected one third of the data sources for replication once, twice or three times to create new data sources. When we create a new source, we randomly decided a probability 0 < p < 1 for each source; each record in the original data source was either copied as is to the new source with probability p, or replaced by a randomly selected book record in the data set. This data set contains 2150 data sources, 1256 unique books, and 58232 book records in total. For each source we randomly chose a connection cost in [250, 850] ms, and a per-tuple transfer cost in [.005, .15] ms. Note that Book II considers sources with faster per-tuple transfer than Book I, as per-tuple transfer cost is likely to be reduced substantially with network speedup without significantly affecting the mean connection time to a website. Table 5 gives statistics for the two data sets.
We computed the coverage of each source in the two data sets and also the overlap between each subset of up to 10 sources. Since in practice we seldom have precise information for coverage and overlap, we perturbed each statistic randomly by increasing or decreasing it by 10-50%. By default we randomly selected 250 overlaps as input; we may also range the number from 20 to 500. In dynamic ordering, we used precise coverage and union information for statistics collected from queried sources.
When simulating query answering, we perturbed querying cost randomly by 10-50% for unexpected connection delay and imprecise knowledge. By default we assume existence of a third-party statistics server from which we can inquire overlaps between a subset of sources; we also experimented for cases when such servers do not exist. We used perturbed overlaps as statistics returned by such a server. By default we assume it takes 250 milliseconds (ms) to compute one overlap from queried sources or obtain it from the server; we also ranged this number from 50 to 500 ms. Implementations: We implemented seven ordering algorithms.
• RANDOM: Randomly choose an order of the sources.
• COVERAGE: Order the sources in decreasing coverage order.
• BASELINE: As a very simple way of considering overlaps in source ordering, order the sources by their residual contribution computed as follows.: LetŜ be the set of selected sources and S be a new source. Among the given overlaps with S and at least one source inŜ, choose the highest overlap and subtract it from PQ(S) as S's residual contribution; i.e., PQ(S\Ŝ) = PQ(S)−max P Q (Ŝ )∈O,Ŝ∩Ŝ =∅,S∈Ŝ PQ(Ŝ ).
• STATIC: Algorithm STATIC.
• DYNAMIC: Algorithm DYNAMIC. • STATIC+: Algorithm STATIC+.
• DYNAMIC+: Algorithm DYNAMIC+.
• FULLKNOWLEDGE: Apply STATIC with precise information for all coverage and overlaps as input. Its performance can be considered as the upper bound we can achieve although it may not obtain the optimal ordering (Theorem 3.6).
In overlap estimation, we set θ = 1 1256 = .0008, θ inf easible = 5, δ0 = 0.05. In DYNAMIC, we assumed knowledge of the total number of answers. In statistics selection, we set θsen = 0.005; by default we inquired up to K = 250 statistics, and we ranged K from 50 to 500.
We implemented all algorithms in Java 1.5, and ran our experiments on a Windows 7 machine with 2.40GHz Intel Core i3 CPU and 4GB of RAM. We used the LINDO non-linear solver [6] , which is publicly available, for solving the MAXENT problem.
Measures: We used query SELECT * FROM Bookstores and evaluated the performance of our algorithms using two measures: (1) Area-under-the-curve is as defined in Section 3, with the only difference that the Y-axis is the percentage of the returned answers over all answers; (2) Execution time is the time for returning 90% of the answers. Since we have perturbed coverage and overlap statistics, we expect similar results for other queries. We measured CPU time as real execution time, including overlap estimation, source ordering, statistics selection, statistics inquiry, and retrieving answers from the sources.
Overall performance
Sequential querying: We first compared various methods under default settings when we query the sources sequentially. Figure 7 shows the percentage of answers returned by each method at each time point using a single thread for source querying on both data sets. We have the following observations. First, both naive solutions are very slow. RANDOM was the slowest in returning results and had the smallest area-under-the-curve; Second, considering overlaps can speed up query answering. BASE-LINE, which considers overlaps in a naive way, was faster than COVERAGE by 21% and 29%. STATIC, which estimates overlaps following the Maximum Entropy principle, was faster than BASE-LINE despite the overhead from overlap estimation; its speed up is by 15% and 28%.
Third, DYNAMIC, which collects statistics about the queried sources and dynamically selects the next source to query, was faster than STATIC by 21% and 28% for Book I and Book II, respectively, showing that the extra statistics does help.
Fourth, STATIC+ was significantly faster than STATIC by 54% and 75%, while DYNAMIC+ was 56% and 81% faster compared with DYNAMIC.
Fifth, we observed that although STATIC+ spent 10 seconds upfront selecting statistics and inquiring them (so the curve is flat at the beginning), it quickly caught up after that and was even faster than DYNAMIC (by 13% and 38%), showing the benefit of obtaining a lot of critical statistics upfront. On the other hand, although DYNAMIC+ does not obtain all additional statistics upfront but inquires them along the way, it was still faster than STATIC+ (by 38% and 150% respectively) since (1) it uses another thread for statistics inquiry and has almost no overhead, and (2) it obtains a better ordering, as we shall discuss next.
Finally, DYNAMIC+ is the fastest, spending no more than 1.2 minutes in returning 90% answers on both data sets and was 1.6 and 9.9 times faster than RANDOM for Book I and Book II, respectively. Furthermore, its performance is also very close to FULL-KNOWLEDGE, to obtain full coverage DYNAMIC+ is slower only by 8% and 29% for Book I and Book II, respectively.
To better understand the results, we also plotted the percentage of returned answers with respect to the number of queried sources on Book I (Figure 8 ). Our observations are consistent with the observations on Figure 7 . In particular, STATIC queried 480 sources to obtain 90% of the answers, while DYNAMIC+ queried only 200 sources. Note that at the beginning DYNAMIC+ did not obtain a better ordering than STATIC+, because STATIC+ essentially has more statistics to start with; however, as DYNAMIC+ queried sources, it had more precise estimates of the overlaps and selected more critical statistics to inquire, so after querying 60 sources, it returned more answers than STATIC+. Indeed, DYNAMIC+ queried only 200 sources to obtain 90% of the answers, while FULLKNOWL-EDGE queried 160 sources for this purpose. Parallel querying: Our algorithms can be easily adapted when we have multiple threads for querying and source selection. Figure 9 plots query-answering time for returning 90% answers when varying the number of threads from 1 to 12. In DYNAMIC+, we use M = 1 thread for statistics enrichment. We observe the same ordering of the various methods. In addition, we observe that (1) the more threads, the less execution time; (2) the speedup is not linear with respect to the number of threads, as we typically observe for parallel systems; and (3) the speedup flattens out when we have more than 5 threads. Indeed, when we have 5 threads, we can return 90% answers from thousands of sources in only a few seconds. Table 6 shows the time of returning 90% answers by DYNAMIC+ when there are 12 threads and when we vary M from 1 to 5. We observe that increasing M from 1 to 4 would reduce execution time, since we get more statistics and so better ordering of the sources. Then continuing to increase M would increase execution time, showing that the benefit of obtaining a better ordering cannot exceed the loss of querying fewer sources at the same time. Scalability: To evaluate scalability of the algorithms, we generated a pool of sources as follows. We first duplicated the sources three times and duplicated the books two times; we then created 2000 books and assigned them to the sources randomly. We randomly chose 1000 to 4100 sources from this pool for our experiments; as the number of sources increased, we also increased the statistics (#overlaps) linearly and randomly chose new statistics to add. Figure 10 reports the execution time for returning 90% answers when we query sources sequentially. We observed quite smooth linear growth of execution time for various methods; however, the growing rates are different. The rate is the highest for RANDOM, COV-ERAGE, BASELINE, on average 2.4 second per 100 sources; lower for STATIC, DYNAMIC, on average 1.5 second per 100 sources; and lowest for STATIC+, DYNAMIC+, only .005 second per 100 sources for DYNAMIC+. When the number of sources increased from 1000 to 4100, the execution time for DYNAMIC+ increased only from 45 seconds to 64 seconds.
We next examine various aspects of our algorithm using Book I assuming sequential query answering.
Evaluating overlap estimation
Scalable solution vs basic solution: We first compared Algorithm OVERLAPESTIMATION with the basic way of solving the MAX-ENT problem, which can involve 2 |Ω| variables. Since the basic solutions cannot deal with a large number of sources, we randomly chose 30 sources from the data set, which would require 1 billion variables. Figure 11 plots the percentage of returned answers versus the number of queried sources for both methods. We observed that the basic solution did find a slightly better ordering of the sources, although the difference is not big. However, OVER-LAPESTIMATION finished in milliseconds on 30 sources, whereas the basic solution spent three days. This experiment shows that our scalable solution for overlap estimation is much more efficient without sacrificing the quality of the ordering too much. Effect of initial statistics: We next considered the effect of the number of initial overlaps on overlap estimation and source ordering. We varied the number of initial statistics from 20 to 500. Figure 12 shows the relative error between the true value and the estimated value of the variables, and Figure 13 shows the execution time for returning 90% answers when we applied DYNAMIC. (1) As we have more initial statistics, we do have better estimates, but the error curve flattens out after we reach 300 statistics. (2) On the other hand, the fewer errors do not speed up query answering much, if any, when we increase the number of overlaps from 20 to 200; after that the big overhead for overlap estimation slows down query answering. This experiment shows the importance of making a balance between accuracy of estimates and execution time.
Statistics enrichment
Statistics selection: To show the effectiveness of statistics-selection, we compared various statistics-selection strategies. We considered three options: 1) ordering first by sensitivity and then by estimated value; 2) ordering only by sensitivity; and 3) ordering only by estimated value. Recall that our algorithm adopts the first option. Figure 14 compares these three strategies with DYNAMIC when K ranges from 50 to 500. We have the following observations. (1) Considering both sensitivity and estimated value obtained the best results. (2) Considering sensitivity alone obtained better results than considering estimated size alone. (3) Even considering only one criterion can obtain better results than DYNAMIC, showing the benefit of enriched statistics. (4) As we increased K, the area-under-the-curve for DYNAMIC+ increased at the beginning, but flattened out when K reaches 425, as the additional statistics may not further improve the ordering. This experiment shows the effectiveness of our statistics-selection techniques. Type of enriched statistics: We next examined the contribution of the chosen statistics. We compared three options: 1) BOTH obtains overlaps between already probed sources and overlaps involving unprobed sources (by inquiring third-party sources); 2) PROBED obtains only overlaps between probed sources; 3) UNPROBED obtains only overlaps involving unprobed sources. Figure 15 compares these three options with DYNAMIC when K is varied from 50 to 500. We have three observations. (1) PROBED improved the performance over DYNAMIC: when k = 500, the area-underthe-curve is increased by 20%. (2) UNPROBED has better performance than PROBED; this is not surprising because the former obtains overlaps revealing more information about unprobed sources, therefore it leads to better ordering among them. (3) BOTH improved over PROBED, but only slightly (by 8% when K = 500). This experiment shows that even if third-party servers do not exist, enriching statistics can improve performance; existence of such servers would further improve the performance. Overhead of obtaining statistics: Finally, we examined the effect of the overhead of obtaining statistics on the performance of our algorithms. Figure 16 shows execution time for obtaining 90% of answers when we ranged statistics-requesting time from 50ms to 500ms. Obviously, as the overhead increases, the execution time also increases. The execution time of STATIC+ increased by 60%, with the much larger time for statistics inquiry. The execution time of DYNAMIC+ also increased, but only by 15%, since DYNAMIC+ parallelizes statistics enrichment with source querying; the longer execution time is due to obtaining fewer statistics so the quality of ordering is lower. This experiment shows the robustness of DY-NAMIC+ with respect to the overhead of statistics inquiry.
Summary
We summarize our experimental results as follows.
1. Our overlap-estimation algorithm is both scalable and effective; it can find good ordering of the sources to speed up query answering for sequential or semi-sequential querying. 2. DYNAMIC+ is the fastest among all ordering methods, has a low growth rate of execution time when we increase the number of sources and statistics, and is robust against the overhead of statistics inquiry. 3. It is important to make a balance between accuracy and execution time in overlap estimation. 4. Getting more statistics along with query answering and dynamically adjusting source ordering can indeed improve performance. However, having too many random statistics upfront may even slow down query answering because of the overhead for overlap estimation. 5. Our algorithm works well when we query sources in parallel.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented OASIS, an online query answering system whose core is an efficient and scalable algorithm that orders overlapping sources at runtime such that we can return answers to users fast in an online fashion. We empirically show the advantage of our algorithm over baseline source-ordering techniques on real data sets that contain thousands of sources. Future work includes combining our techniques with those that consider quality measures such as data accuracy and freshness in query answering to return answers both at a high speed and with high quality.
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